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Abstract

Lonely Death Syndrome is a phenomenon in which
an isolated person suffers a lack of social
relationships and dies alone.2 This is a serious
problem in modern South Korea,3 particularly
among poor elderly people4 living in Seoul.
Though the government has tried to help, there is
an obvious bureaucratic limit in resolving the sense
of loneliness. In Seoul, Nowon-gu is one of the
districts that has the highest concentration of poor
seniors, and high-rise rental housing built for this
population. These apartments are uniform in
design in order to house as many people as
possible economically in a limited space, furthering
isolation through vertical and horizontal
disconnection. This typology worsens alienation
not only within the same buildings but also from
the people in the surrounding city. It is crucial to
break physical and social walls between lonely
seniors and other members of the surrounding
community by making a new communal design
template for existing rental housings in Nowon-gu.

(Image 1)

This proposal is situated in Junggye Jugong
Complex 9, a permanent rental apartment
complex located in the center of Nowon-gu, and
intervenes within two residential towers and a town
hall. This apartment complex is typical of other
apartment clusters in Seoul. The design
intervention weaves together the existing
structures from the outside, allowing residents to
remain in their homes while creating common area
that join previously divided units and floors. Elderly
residents will enjoy renewed and diverse public
networks based on their location. The proposal
also provides another public zone for people from
those three buildings, making a further link to the
town hall for residents and younger students from
a school nearby. This place is for daily casual
gathering and, at the same time, producing
educational content for the younger generation by
gathering collective memories alongside the
elders. Seniors can contribute to this community
archive by providing their own remembrances and
histories. As a result, through the creation of a
varied infrastructure for connecting individuals, this
intervention will stimulate multi-generational social
interactions, broaden boundaries for seniors' daily
activities, and counteract the circumstances
responsible for Lonely Death Syndrome.

“That’s how long I want to live: 75 years.”1
- Ezekiel Emanuel
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Background

(Chart 1)

(Chart 4)

2,880

What is Lonely Death Syndrome?

338

308

2015

Lonely Death Syndrome, Dokkyoshi or Kodokushi
in Japanese, refers to a phenomenon in which a
single person is found long after death.5 The term
was first used in Japan in the 1980s6, 7 and has
become a phenomena beyond Japanese society.8
South Korea, another East Asian country very close
to Japan, is currently suffering from a rapidly
growing of this syndrome since the 2000s.9 In South
Korea, there is no clear definition of Lonely Death
Syndrome, but it usually refers to (1) a single
householder (2) suffering from a lack of social
relations (3) being found 3 days or more after
(4) dying alone.10, 11 This can be experienced
regardless of age or gender, but it is especially
common among low-income elderly people aged
65 or older living in Seoul, the capital city of South
Korea, and Seoul's policies to prevent Lonely
Death Syndrome are mostly targeting this group of
people.
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The number of Lonely Death across South Korea and Seoul,
2015-2020
: From 2015-2020, the number of Lonely Death 208% increased in
South Korea in total and 223% incresed only in Seoul.

(Chart 5)
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52%
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(Image 2, 3, 4) Sites after Lonely Death taken by special cleaning companys.
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What is the cause of Lonely Death Syndrome in
South Korea?
01. Changing and dismantling traditional values.12

02. Economic crisis of older people.

03. Rapid changes in South Korea.

In the past, South Korea was a large
family-oriented society where multiple generations
of a family lived together based on Confucian
traditional principles. However, as the economy
developed and urbanization progressed rapidly,
younger generations married and chose to live
independently from their parents. This weakening
of traditional family lifestyle has deepened for
many reasons, such as the spread of individualism
since the 1980s, an increase in divorce rates and a
decrease in birth rates.13, 14 Also, young people are
no longer bound by the Confucian conventional
expectation sense that children who become
adults should take care of their parents. As time
went by, the number of elderly single-person
households increased and some of these became
self-sufficient without any support from their
extended family.

In 1997, countless companies disappeared and
many people who lost their job became homeless
as South Korea faced the IMF financial crisis.15
Since then society has stabilized and the economy
has recovered, however, since 2000 a rapidly
digitized, mechanized and specialized industry has
become the norm, and the areas in which older
people used to exercise their expertise have
become smaller and insignificant. As the elderly
lost their jobs, their chance to have social
relationships swiftly reduced.16 Retirement age has
become lower and an unemployment problem is
chronic. All these factors caused the collapse of the
economic foundation for this population and their
children in their 40s-50s, which also cut off financial
support and social contact among family members.
The social networks of the elderly became ever
narrower as their assets and income decreased,
limiting their ability to enjoy meeting with others
and reducing their physical boundary of daily life in
Seoul.

Compared to the 1950s-60s, when those seniors
whose age is 65-year-old or older now were
actively engaged in social activities, South Korea
has changed dramatically. The level of industry is
far higher, the analog lifestyle became a digital
one, an autocratic government changed into
democratic one and Confucian tradition-oriented
lifestyles and values became irrelevant.17 In this
whirlwind of changes over just a few decades, a
large number of elderly people failed to fully adapt
to the new era. They were relegated to the margins
of society, and they suffer a serious conflict with the
common knowledge and viewpoints of the new
generation.18 In other words, the rapid growth and
changes of South Korean society have
disconnected the elderly from the current world.

(Image 5, 6) Seoul, South Korea in the 1960-70s (above)
and (Image7, 8)in the 2010s (below).

(Chart 7)
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(Chart 8)

23.1
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Traditional society
Lage family where three or more generations: parents, children,
and grandchildren live together.
Labor-centered family structure in agrarian society.
Confucian filial piety is important.

Current society
Small family: unmarried children and their parents live together.
Industrialization and urbanization since the 1960s.
The spread of values that follow economic efficiency.
Weakening the sense of responsibility to take care of old
parents.
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(Chart 10)

Extra activities and social activities of the elderly who live alone
%

What are the major problems of the elderly who
are living alone in South Korea?
The following are some of the major problems
experienced by senior citizens in single-person
households, aged 65 or older, living in Seoul, who
are at risk of Lonely Death Syndrome.
01. Basic managements for daily life.

02. Health-related issues.

Lonely seniors often neglect their daily meals19 or
basic hygiene due to the problem of low income20
and social isolation. Without other’s help, some can
face difficulties in managing bathing, cutting their
hair and securing a clean-living environment.
According to a recent article, a senior visited a
police station to ask how to use her rice cooker
after starving for three days simply because she
didn’t know how to use it and had no one to ask.
Likewise, some of the elderly even experience
difficulty in getting daily meals with nutritional
balance and managing energy systems such as
electricity or gas.

Due to aging, the elderly can risk a fatal condition
from everyday diseases and accidents, such as
colds and fractures. However, they might not
receive adequate health-related prevention, care
and treatment because of their low income and the
absence of people who can take care of them.21
Those seniors who have chronic diseases and need
continuous medical care are placed in significantly
more vulnerable situations. Also, elderly people
living alone are exposed to the risk of accidents
with no one there to help.22

%
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The ratio of
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Social group

The number of
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The ratio of
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72.0
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18.7
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8.3
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8,463

12.9

Senior citizen centers

5,368

8.2

Asian board games (Badook)

1,765

2.7

Friends and social meetings

3.576

5.5

Reading books

1,598

2.4

Senior schools

948

1.4

Travels

1,242

1.9

Ect

1,246

1.8

Ect

1,613

2.5

(Chart 11)

Classification of elderly people living alone

%

Economic
problem
Health
problem
Alienation
problems
No Work
problem
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Live
alone

married
couple

Live with
children

Ect

Total

Experience of low income

Household income below the minimum cost of living.

53.6

36.5

13.3

43.8

34.3

Insecurity of housing

Non-housing ownership.

53.2

22.3

25.0

37.5

30.9

Non-participation in economic
activities

Failure to have social participation for economic
reasons.

7.3

7.0

8.6

10.6

7.7

Nutrition problems

Underfed.

24.0

10.0

11.2

18.7

14.0

Dieseases

Experienced more than
three complex chronic diseases.

55.9

42.2

44.5

45.5

46.2

Functional limitations

Have limits in ADL* or IADL**, or both.

21.6

11.5

21.9

14.8

16.9

Weak connection with neighbors

Below the average level of a sense of bond.

58.9

52.9

57.8

58.3

55.9

Low-level of support from their
children

A weak sense of bond with their childern.

17.9

10.5

0.0

20.1

9.7

Low-level of social participation

The average number of social-engaged activies less
than 7 days per a month.

Total

%

Less than 1

12.1

2

17.5

3

20.9

4

19.8

5

17.3

6

12.4

(Average)

(3.5)

The rate of experience by problem types

(Chart 9)

The life condition of the elderly by their family style (2014)

The number of problems the elderly are experiencing

58.6

67.0

71.4

73.7

66.6

2,407

4,655

2.973

416

10,451

The elderly experiencing economic problems.
(The elderly who have one of them or more than one in the following problems.
Low income, insecurity about the place for living, non-participation in economic activities.)

75.9

The elderly experiencing health problems.
(The elderly who have one or more of the following problems.
Nutrition problems, disease, and functional limitations.)

71.0

The elderly experiencing alienation problems.
(The elderly who have Low-level of support from their children and weak connection with neighbors.)

64.5

The elderly experiencing doing nothing problems.
(The elderly who have low-level of social participation.)

58.6

The complexity of problems among the elderly
The elderly who are experiencing all four problems.

26.3

The elderly who are experiencing three of the four problems.

33.6

The elderly who are experiencing two of the four problems.

26.6

The elderly who are experiencing one of four problems.

10.8

The elderly who are experiencing none of four problems.

2.7

The number of people surveyed

2,407

* Activities of daily living.
** Instrumental activities of daily living.
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(Chart 14)

%
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77.5
64.4

60.0
35.6
30.0

22.5

0.0
Seniors living alone.

Seniors living with family.

Having dimentia among 2,767 seniors
Having dementia.

03. Psychological loneliness.

No symptoms of dementia.

04. The absence of dignity in death.

(Chart 15)

Many of the elderly suffer from psychological
isolation and loneliness due to social alienation,23, 24
because they have no jobs and little or no
interaction with their families25 and neighbors. This
problem is also linked to the psychological atrophy
that comes from the fact that one can no longer
play a productive role in society.26 Such a reduction
in social contribution and influence can have a
disastrous effect on mental health. In fact, South
Korea's elderly depression and suicide rate are one
of the highest in the world.27, 28

If seniors die alone, the current procedures by the
Seoul government are as follows in the diagram.
There is no one who will mourn and remember
them, nor sincere respect for death in this
unsympathetic and perfunctory funeral. Bodies are
treated like things to be handled by government
officers. Although it happens after death, this
indifferent treatment is a matter that weighs
heavily on the elderly who are still alive. Many
seniors are afraid of disappearing silently. For
them, dignity in death is a matter directly linked to
the dignity of their current life.29

%
40.1

45.0

28.7

30.0
24.1 23.4

26.8

23.8

18.0

15.1

15.0

(Image 9, 10) Seniors living alone (above).
(Image 11) A boxs containing ash of a person after Loenly Death (below).
(Image 12) Boxes containing ash of people after Lonely Death, placed in the
city memorial center (below).

0.0
Seniors living alone.

Seniors living with family.

Having depression among 2,767 seniors
(Chart 12)

Severe symptoms of depression.
Medium symptoms of depression.
1,431

1,337
25 15
Under age 9

394 615
10s

882
20s
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The flow the funeral for Lonely Deaths by Seoul goverment
1

3,035

2,670

2

1,955
470
40s

872
50s

1,372

60s

Over age 70s

Female (One per 100,000 people.)
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(Chart 16)

Someone's dead.

%

Police investigation.

20.0

Notifying the local district office.

16.0

Announcement.
(Checking if there is someone who knows the dead.)

The number of patients with depression per 100,000 people in health
insurance, 2017
Male (One per 100,000 people.)

No symptoms of depression.

701

4,303

1,454

Mild symptoms of depression.

(Chart 13)

3

Ordering to special agencies to processe funeral.
(The local district office - Special agencies)

4

Moving the body to another place, washing and clothing
it for burial by the special agencies.

5

Sealing ashes of the dead body after cremation. And
placing it in the city memorial center.
Paying the price to the special agencies.

16.1

14.4

10.5
8.0
5.2
4.0
0.0
Men

Women

Possibility to have suicidal thoughts among 1,856
Seniors living alone.
Seniors living with other people.
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(Chart 18)

Criteria for determination by risky group of Lonely Death in Fourth comprehensive plan to prevent Lonely Death by Seoul city

Current activities to prevent Lonely Death
Syndrome by the goverment.
The table below shows that a greater percentage
of seniors rely on support from the government
than from private organizations. The South Korean
government has identified the number and
residence of elderly people living alone through
continuous survey, and has protected them at the
government level.30, 31 The government of Seoul
recently announced its fourth comprehensive plan
to prevent lonely deaths. According to this plan,
the government will add a survey on the risk of
lonely death alongside annual population research,
identifying groups at risk of lonely death and
monitoring them to provide proper welfare
services such as food, money, housings and
funerary rites. Also, the government plans to
address psychological impacts by offering
programs like planting flowers, adopting pets and
plants and connecting seniors with counseling
services.32 However, despite of all these old and
new efforts at support, their focus is mainly on the
most basic level of material needs. Their attempts
to improve seniors’ mental health have obvious
limitations as their plans fail to propose
fundamental changes to remove loneliness and
isolation.

Risk factors for Lonely Death

Criteria for determining the risk of Lonely Death

1.
Accumulation of the sense of failure and loss.

High-risk group.
: Three or more of 1, 2, 3, 4, including 2, 3, or 2, 3.

2.
Isolated daily life. (sticking on isolation life pattern, etc.)

Medium-risk group.
: 1 and 4 are aplicable, or including 5 (the cases that already
notified to goverment offices.) and at least one of 1, 2, 3, and 4
is applicable.

3.
Social isolation. (avoidance and rejection of relationships, etc.)
4.
Highly mobile life. (established residence, etc.)

Low-risk group
: Including only 2. (maintaining daily life with minimum
relationships and meetings.)

5.
Already being participated in public service supporting.
(Chart 19)

Promotional tasks in Fourth comprehensive plan to prevent Lonely Death by Seoul city
1. Establishing a permanent finding system (4)
1-1. Conducting a full survey on the risky group of Lonely Death. (New)
1-2. Promotion of pilot projects for finding socially isolated households by linking welfare institutions. (New)
1-3. Finding the risky group of Lonely Death through a full survey of single-person households in middle-aged people. (Expanded)
1-4. Prevention of Lonely Death through the participation of citizens, such as integrated welfare communities. (New)
2. Supporting living services and linking private resources (11)
2-1. Emergency welfare, medical and safety support.
(1) Temporary living expenses support for single-person households on the risk. (Seoul-type emergency welfare).
(2) Promotion of visiting health care projects, such as the management of chronic patients.
(3) Supporting suicide prevention and mental health counseling.
(4)~(6) Based on smart technology, implementation of projects to prevent Lonely Deaths. (New)
(Image 13) Seoul Goverment’s Free Food Service for the Elderly
(above)
(Image 14) Seoul Goverment’s Visiting Helath Check Service for the Elderly
(below)

(Chart 17)

2-2. Relationship building, education, job support.
(1) Support daily necessities for Lonely Death groups using food banks and food markets. (New)
(2) Providing comprehensive counseling services for middle-aged single-person households.
2-3 Support for Emotional Stability.
(1) Development and application of healing agriculture programmes.
(2) For single-person households, pet adoption and pet distribution. (New)
(3) Connecting a single-person support center and implementing a social network program. (Expanded)

The types of welfare services for senior citizens by the government and private organizations and the number of users
%
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%

Public service

The number of
users

The ratio of
users

Private service

The number of
users

The ratio of
users

Total

38,332

58.5

Total

3,068

4.7

Basic pension for seniors

34,216

52.2

Supporting income

479

0.7

Basic life service for citizens

12,240

18.7

Supporting Food

1,034

1.6

Medical protectiton

4,421

6.7

Supporting Drinks

626

1.0

Basic service of senior care

6,668

10.2

Supporting places to live

183

0.3

Public restaurant for seniors

1,908

2.9

Supporting medical services

340

0.5

Food delivery

1,471

2.2

Valunteer sorks

439

0.7

Medical check-up

1,625

2.5

Phone-call counseling service

816

1.2

3. Promotion and education for the prevention of lonely deaths (3)
3-1. Preventive education for socially isolated households. (New)
3-2. Promotion on the prevention of Lonely Death to to public citizens .
3-3. Preparing a comprehensive information guidance system for the prevention of Lonely Death. (New)
4. Follow-up management after Lonely Death (3)
4-1. Support for public funeral services for the value of human dignity.
(1) Expanding support for public funerals.
(2) Supporting follow-up measures after Lonely Deaths.
5. Establish a systematic statistical foundation for lonely deaths (1)
5-1. Establishing a systematic statistical foundation for the prevention of Lonely Death. (New)
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Critical thesis idea 01.
Based on the data, the following factors are
needed to solve the problem of Lonely Death
among elderly people living alone in Seoul.
1. Building a new physical environment for
everyday social exchange.
According to the Ministry of Health and Welfare's
survey of 950,000 senior citizens who live alone and
received a basic pension in 2018, more than half do
not go to social places, including visiting senior
citizen centers, welfare centers, and religious
facilities. This means that 68,413 leisure and welfare
facilities in Seoul (2019), built for the socialization
and protection of the elderly, are not playing a
sufficient role. Therefore, creating new places and
activities that can be experienced daily and do not
duplicate existing programs and buildings for
elderly people living alone is crucial.

19

2. Giving the elderly an important social role.

3. Forming intergenerational connections.

Loneliness of seniors comes not only from the lack
of physical connection, but also from a sense of
helplessness that they cannot serve in productive
roles as members of society. Currently, many
government agencies and private organizations
offer counseling services or hold performances for
the elderly at senior citizen centers to mitigate
their social disconnection and loneliness. However,
these unilateral and artificial social networks
through administrative organizations do not solve
the fundamental loneliness and helplessness of the
elderly. The elderly must be able to use their
abilities, wisdom, and experience to provide
positive and productive help, restoring their social
visibility and remembrance by other members of
society through this process.

Bringing senior citizens together in one place, such
as existing welfare centers, silver towns and senior
citizen centers, can achieve ease of management
at the government level. But for senior citizens,
physical and social areas can be restricting and
isolation intensifies. Creating an intergenerational
connection beyond the few social groups that
residents have can help to break down the barriers
of prejudice between the elderly and younger
generation, who are the most active members of
society, expanding elders’ social networks and
activities. The elderly can learn about major trends
and atmosphere of the contemporary generation
and feel a sense of belonging to the current
society through daily exchanges with the younger
generation.

02

Research

Interviews with Seoul citizens about rental housings.

Even among the kids, they say you're a fake. Because I
live in a rental apartment, I'm not a rental person myself.
And my personality itself isn't a lease, it's not a fake.

What is rental housing in South Korea?

What is the major problem of rental housing?

Rental housing is built by the government and
companies to ensure housing security for at least
five years, or permanently, so that low-income
people with no homes can have a residential space
at a low cost.33 The government mainly builds
high-rise apartments to provide housing to as
many low-income people as possible within dense
cities. Those who receive livelihood benefits or
medical benefits, the disabled, newlyweds, elderly
living alone, and the larger elderly population are
the main targets of this housing supply.34 In order
to move in, basic rental deposits and monthly rent
fee are required, but they are much cheaper than
surrounding houses. The elderly account for a very
high proportion of residents in rental housing
apartments compared to other ordinary
apartments.35, 36, 37

1. Alienation and discrimination from
neighborhood.

(Chart 20)

.

Examples of poeple who meet rental housing qualifications

A married couple with
more than three children

Total

Suicidee

644

Employee assault

Lonely Death

Murder

154

8

Fire arson

Others

38

177

- Kim Minyoung (20), living near to a rental apartment.46

If the studying tool disappears, they're all driven away like,
"The kids in the rental complex took it."
- A parent living in a rental apartment.47

"Have you ever been made fun of for that? (living in a
rental housing)"
"There is."
"How did they make fun of you?"
"(They said) You live there..."
- An interviewer and an elementary school student
living in a rental apartment.48

"The senior center was built based on the whole
senior residents, so the senior center is very big.
However, residents of rental apartments cannot use the
senior center."
"Can't use it? Why is that?"
"People living in ordinary apartments have differences
lifestyle, so they make us very, very sad."

The number of accidents occured in rental housings,
Jan.2017-Jun.2019

"Are they blocking you from entering?"

(Chart 22)

A newly married couple

"It's not that they block me, but they just roll up their
money and buy drinks, but never share them with
people in rental apartments. They discriminate."

The elderly living alone

50

64
29

Livelihood benefits or
medical benefits recipients

Another problem is that, when the number of
low-income groups with vulnerable social status
increases as the number of rental houses increases,
the quality of the total welfare level inevitably
decreases.42 This is because the welfare budget
distributed from the central government of Seoul
to each district is fixed. As a result, minorities living
in certain districts with large number of rental
housings can’t receive enough support.43, 44 For
example, many seniors living alone in Nowan-gu
need in-person-visit medical support by local
government, however, as the number of people
who are qualified to receive this support has
soared, government workers spend less time,
energy and financial budget on each elder, which
leads to a decline in total quality of medical welfare
services.

My friend who lived in rental apartment was shy to talk
about the house when we were young. My friends
couldn't get along and gathered together with other
friends who had similar family circumstances.

(Chart 21)

97
A dependent of an old parent

2. Decline in the quality of welfare services.

Permanent rental housings have been built
intensively in certain areas, such as Nowon-gu and
Gangseo-gu in Seoul. Many of these
developments are gathered to form regions, and
seen as a symbol of poverty and aging.38 As time
goes by, an invisible gap between residential areas
of original people and those for new people living
in rental housings has become obvious, as they
have different income levels, education and
average age. This phenomenon often draws
residents in the richer area to have negative
emotions and opinions on those who live in
rental housings.39, 40 In fact, many rental housing
residents have reported that they often experience
neglect and discrimination from the surrounding
neighborhood. In other words, this social
stratification between rental housings areas and
ordinary housings areas makes seniors living in
rental housings feel disconnected and lonely in
their city community.41

170
A disabled person

- A person living in a rental apartment.45

"They don't want us to come at all."

13
2015

2017

2015

"They're just openly discriminating against you, aren't
they?"

2018

- An interviewer and a person living in a rental apartment.49

The number of suicide occured The number of lonely death occured
in rental housings
in rental housings
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Room 1

3. Architectural structure that deepens the
disconnection among residents.

Kitchen
Living room

Residents of some rental apartments will arrive in
their new homes with weak social networks due to
diseases, economic problems, disabilities and
poverty. Even if they move into rental houses, they
lack activity or have poor lives, which limits them to
improving exchanges and communication between
neighbors.50 In the case of permanent rental
apartments built for the especially socially
disadvantaged, residents have no neighbors who
meet more than once a month, or who can talk
about personal problems, or there are so few
people it’s of no use.51 This suggests that there is
no social support in the community for them and
they lack of opportunities to feel attachment to
their community.

This problem of social disconnection is intensified
by spatial structure of rental housings, where
economic aspects are more emphasized than the
quality of life. In fact, in rental apartments in Seoul,
there are more buildings in the complex and more
households in one building compared to other
general apartments in the same districts. Residents
who live in narrow spaces divided by concrete walls
often feel like they are imprisoned. These tiny
spaces interfere with residents’ social lives by
making it difficult for their family and friends to
visit.52 Also, there is very little common areas for
people from different units to gather on a daily
basis. For this reason, even people living in the
same building and on the same floor often do not
know each other's existence. This structure splits a
group of people into each unit and then keep
detaching them from each other. It further deepens
the serious social disconnection that even
neighbors do not know if someone dies alone in
his unit.53

Veranda.
Common area.
Diagram of a rental apartment building plan
: Junggye Jugong Apartment Complex
located in Hagye 1-dong, Nowan-gu, Seoul, South Korea
(Left)
1. A unit of rental apartment (43.92m2).
(Right)
2. A floor of an apartment (16 units total).

Room 1
Room 1

Room 2

Kitchen

Room 3

(Chart 23, 24)

Kitchen

Housing status of general apartments in Nowon-gu, Seoul
The number of households.

131,590

The number of complexes.

175

The number of buildings.

1,304

Living room

Room 2
Room 3

Living room

According to the chart above, in each general apartment comlex in
Nowan-gu, there are average 7 buildings and 752 households.
The chart above doesn’t include any apartment complex having rental
apartments.
Housing status of rental apartments in Nowon-gu, Seoul
The number of households.

25,414

The number of complexes.

32

The number of buildings.

178

According to the chart above, in each rental apartment comlex in
Nowan-gu, there are average 6 buildings and 794 households.
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Veranda.
Common area.
Diagram of a general apartment building plan
: Hagye Hundai 2nd Apartment Complex
located in Hagye 1-dong, Nowan-gu, Seoul, South Korea
(Above)
1. A unit of apartment type A (94m2).
2. A unit of apartment type B (106m2).
(Right)
3. A floor of an apartment building (4 units total).
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(Chart 26)

The number of elderly people who live alone in each region of Seoul
Low

02
04

01

Top 5 regions(gu).
01. Jungnang-gu (23,404)

05

About Nowan-gu.

High

02. Nowon-gu (21,249)

03

03. Yangcheong-gu (20,582)
04. Eunpyeong-gu (19,974)
05. Gangseo-gu (19,498)

Nowon-gu is a residential district of Seoul, located
in the most northeastern part of the metropolitan
city. It has the highest population density in Seoul,
with 523,037 people living in an area of 35.44 km².54

(Chart 27)

The number of elderly people who live with low income in each region of Seoul
04

While this area has one of the largest numbers of
elderly people in Seoul, at the same time, it is
home to numerous educational institutes such as
universities, high schools, middle schools,
elementary schools and Hagwons (private studying
institution in South Korea.) Most apartment
complexes in Nowon-gu have at least one school
near each of them.

Low

01
03

05

High

Top 5 regions(gu).
01. Nowon-gu (1,964)

02

02. Gangseo-gu (1,373)
03. Jungnang-gu (1,243)
04. Gangbuk-gu (1,221)
05. Seongbuk-gu (1,094)

(Chart 28)

The number of elderly people who are national welfare recipients in each region of Seoul
03

04

Low

01

High

Top 5 regions(gu).
01. Nowon-gu (6,471)

02

02. Gangseo-gu (5,956)
03. Eunpyeong-gu (4,455)
04. Gangbuk-gu (4,455)

05

05. Gwanak-gu (4,382)

(Chart 29)

The supply of rental housings, in each region of Seoul

(Image 15, 16) Seoul and Nowan-gu (above).
(Image 17, 18) Nowan-gu (below).

Low

01

Top 5 regions(gu).

(Chart 25)

01. Nowon-gu (11,803)

02
General information about Nowan-gu
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High

02. Gangseo-gu (14,277)

05

Population

523,037

5.4% of Seoul in total.

Households

218,270

4.95% of Seoul in total.

Area

35.44km2

5.85% of Seoul in total.

Residential area

12.66km2

35.7%

Commercial area

0.57km2

1.6%

Green area

22.21km2

62.7%

Housing

218,270

A single house

27,860

13.7%

Row house

13,385

6.5%

Apartment

162,101

79.7% (Permenant
rental housings: 13,525)

03

04

03. Gangnam-gu (6,904)
04. Songpa-gu (5,795)

05

05. Yangcheong-gu (5,629)

(Chart 30)

The confirmed cases of Lonely Death in each region of Seoul in 2013
02

Low

High

Top 5 regions(gu).
04
05

03
01

01. Gwanak-gu (19)

Average: 6.48

02. Nowon-gu (18)

Unknown: 5

03. Guro-gu (17)

Total: 162

04. Gangseo-gu (13)
05. Gangnam-gu (9)
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(Chart 31)

The number of households living in rental apartments in each district of Nowan-gu
Low

(Chart 35)

The number of schools in each district of Nowan-gu

High

High

Low

05
Top 5 districts (dong).

Top 5 districts(dong).

01. Junggye 2, 3-dong (6,935 households, 34 buildings, 4 apartment complexes)

01. Gongneung 2-dong (14_4 elementary schools, 4 middle schools, 2 high schools, 4 universities)

02. Wolgye 2-dong (3,445 households, 16 buildings, 2 apartment complexes)

02. Wolgye 2-dong (11_2 elementary schools, 3 middle schools, 5 high schools, 1university)

03. Hagye 1-dong (2,694 households, 12 buildings, 1 apartment complexes)
01
02

03

05. Sanggye 1-dong (2,144 households, 27 buildings, 3 apartment complexes)

03. Junggye 2, 3-dong (9_4 elementary schools, 2 middle schools, 3 high schools)

04
03

04. Wolgye 3-dong (2,147 households, 13 buildings, 2 apartmen complexes)

04. Sanggye 6,7 -dong (8_3 elementary schools, 2 middle schools, 2 high schools, 2 universities)

04

02

04. Hagye 1-dong (8_1 elementary schools, 2 middle schools, 3 high schools, 2 special schools)
01

04

(Chart 32)

The number of elderly people in each district of Nowan-gu
Low

(Chart 36)

The locations of schools in Nowan-gu

High

Elementry schools

02

Middle schools
03

Top 5 districts (dong).

High schools

01. Junggye 2, 3-dong (7,047)

Universities

02. Sanggye 1-dong (6,602)
03. Sanggye 3, 4-dong (5,862)
01

04. Wolgye 2-dong (5,463)
05. Wolgye 3-dong (5,679)

04
05

(Chart 37)
(Chart 33)

The number of elderly people living alone in each district of Nowan-gu
Low
02

Other schools

Top 5 districts (dong).
01. Junggye 2, 3-dong (2,227)
02. Sanggye 3, 4-dong (1,827)
03. Walgye 2-dong (1,646)
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04. Gongneung 1-dong (1,584)
05. Walgye 3-dong (1,410)
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The number of schools and students
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928

Graduate school

4,201

University

43,158

College
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High School
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Middle school
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Elementary school
Kindergarten
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6,203

0
(Chart 34)

The number of elderly people who are national welfare recipients in each district of Nowan-gu
Low
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Other schools

Top 5 districts (dong).
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01. Junggye 2, 3-dong (976)
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03. Hagye 1-dong(695)
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(Chart 38)
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(Chart 41, 42, 43, 44)

Current situations on rental housings in Nowan-gu.
In Nowon-gu, apartments account for 79.7% of
housing55 and it has one of the highest
percentages of rental housings in Seoul. In August
2020, the central government of South Korea
announced the "8.4 Real Estate Plan," including
intentions to build at least 14,000 more rental
housings in Nowon-gu.56
As soon as it was announced, the head of the
Nowan-gu sent a public letter to the president of
South Korea to protest against the hosing supply
plan.

3.6%

According to the letter, Nowan-gu already
has too many apartments and rental housing
without enough public infrastructures to support
its population. And he mentioned that if the plan
should go forward, the volume of rental housings
for the low-income minority should be less than 30
and others should be high-quality apartments for
ordinary people.57 This letter was strongly
supported by many citizens in Nowan-gu,
concerned about having another large area for
rental housing in their district. This circumstance
shows that Nowon-gu’s major opinion on rental
housings is very negative as people think rental
housings could downgrade the quality of life.

Basic Livelihood Beneficiary among
194,360 residents in Nowan-gu,
2007-2010
Non-Basic Livelihood Beneficiary
Basic Livelihood Beneficiary

Basic Livelihood Beneficiary among
518 residents who suicided in Nowan-gu,
2007-2010

8%

Non-Basic Livelihood Beneficiary
Basic Livelihood Beneficiary

Among 194,360 residents in Nowan-gu,
2007-2010

12.5%
19%

Apartment residents
68.5%

Villa residents

About Jugong Apartment.
Jugong Apartment is a rental housing apartment
complex built by the Korea Land and Housing
Corporation (LH), a public government corporation
in South Korea. In Nowon-gu, there are lots of
Jugong apartment complexes. Because it is a
structure built to efficiently accommodate a large
number of low-income residents, it is in the form of
a high-rise apartment complex with a large
number of units that are smaller compared the size
of units in ordinary apartments.58 The interior
composition of the apartments varies slightly from
complexes to complexes, but the basic structure is
almost identical because it was built for the same
purpose by the same construction company at the
same time.59 In Nowon-gu, most of these
complexes are located near where schools are
concentrated.

Rental apartment residents (24,324)
(Chart 39)

Comparison to other districts’ suicide rates, 2009
District

The number of suicide

District

The number of suicide

Total South Korea

15,413

Total Seoul

15,413

Nowon-gu

180

Geumcheon-gu

81

Gangbuk-gu

119

Jungnang-gu

129

Seongbuk-gu

134

Dongdaemun-gu

104

Songpa-gu

147

Seocho-gu

64

Among 518 residents who suicided in
Nowan-gu, 2007-2010

14%
29%

Apartment residents
57%

Villa residents
Rental apartment residents (75)

(Chart 40)

(Person, %)

Reasons of suicide in Nowan-gu, Jan.2007-Nov.2010
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Type

Total

Despair on
current
condition.

Difficulty of
basic livining
expense.

Depression.

Family conflicts.

Despair on
academic
grades.

Etc

Total

518 (100)

284 (54.8)

95 (18.4)

69 (13.3)

53 (10.2)

6 (12)

11 (2.1)

Age 0-19

25

17

1

0

1

4

2

Age 20-29

56

33

1

7

10

1

4

Age 30-39

80

46

13

12

8

1

0

Age 20-29

91

53

13

14

8

0

3

Age 20-29

74

39

14

11

9

0

1

Age 60-64

40

18

5

6

10

0

1

Age over 65

152

78

48

19

7

0

0

(Image 19) A rental apartment in Nowan-gu

(Image 20) A Jugong apartment complex
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About Junggye Jugong complex 9.

1. Background
Junggye Jugong Complex 9 is a permanent rental
apartment complex built by the Korea Land and
Housing Corporation (LH) in 1992 along with other
Jugong apartment complexes in Nowon-gu. The
administrative address belongs to Hagye 1-dong,
but it is adjacent to Junggye 2, 3-dongs. In this
area, low-income elderly population live alone,
surrounded by other rental units. Since completion
in September 1992, many elderly people living
alone, disabled people, mother and child families,
and low-income veterans have lived there.60 It is a
15-story, matchbox-shaped apartment and has 12
buildings (From 901 Dong to 912 Dong). The total
number of households is 2,694 (recorded on
December.2019)61 and the dimension of each
household’s own area ranges from 26.44m2 to
29.75m2.62 In addition, there are 2 schools within
200m from Junggye Jugong complex 9, 4 schools
in 500m and 1 university in 700m.

2. About a Junggye Jugong Townhall and a Nowan
Senior Welfare Center.

3. Building 912 and the back story of its
construction.

The Junggye Jugong Townhall has a Boram
children day care center(보람 어린이집) and the
management office of the Junggye Jugong
complex 9 on its first floor. Most part of the
townhall is occupied with the Nowan Senior
Welfare Center (서울특별시립노원노인종합복지관).
It is one of nine social welfare centers operated by
the local government of Nowon-gu.63 The welfare
center is used by senior citizens in this apartment
complex as well as senior citizens in nearby
apartments. A shuttle bus is under operation for
elderly people whose physical condition is not well
enough to visit in person or live outside of
Junggye Jugong complex 9. The main programs
include socialization, education on modern society
and technology, job support, simple health support
and counseling.64 The center operates on a
membership basis, and public cannot enter
without permission, in order to protect the safety
of the elderly.

Building 912 is a newly built residential building in
2017 using the spare land inside the existing
Junggye Jugong complex 9. It is 12 stories tall and
consists of 60 units. The building was built as
permanent rental housing mainly for the elderly,
and some units were allocated to the disabled.
Each unit has a 26.84 m2 area for their own use.
There are addiction treatment centers on the first
floor and the basement floor. For livelihood and
medical benefits recipients, the building’s rental
deposit fee is around 2,239 USD (2,495,000 KRW),
and monthly rent fee is around 44 USD
(49,680 KRW).65

When Korea Land and Housing Corporation (LH)
started building this new rental apartment in the
existing Junggye Jugong complex 9, many
residents protested against the construction plan.
LH initially said it would build a new space for
existing residents of Junggye Jugong complex 9,
however, it changed its decision to build another
rental apartment for elderly people. Upon learning
of this fact, residents of the Junggye Jugong
complex 9 and other apartment complexes located
nearby, formed an emergency committee and
requested LH and the Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure and Transport to reconsider and
suspend the construction of additional rental
apartments, saying it would only reduce the
existing area for residents. Despite opposition, the
government pushed the plan ahead, which led to
the suicide of one local resident who was
protesting against the construction.66

Map of Nowon-gu

Junggye 2, 3-dong
Hagye 1-dong
Junggye Jugong complex 9

Junggye Jugong Townhall
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Building 912

(Image 21) Building 912 under construction in 2014
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Critical thesis idea 02.
Based on the data, the following three additional
spaces are needed to solve the problem of Lonely
Death of elderly people living in building 912,
Junggye Jugong complex 9, the very typical rental
apartment in Nowan-gu.
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1. Breakdown of existing rental housing
structure of Building 912.

2. Making connection with other buildings in
Junggye Jugong complex 9.

3. Expanding social boundary to the outside of the
rental apartment complex.

Building 912 has dense, narrow and disconnected
living areas like any other rental apartments in
Nowan-gu. To solve this problem, an additional
public space should be built in the existing
building, allowing residents of each small unit
access on a daily basis without going outside. The
new space should be spacious enough for people
on each floor to meet to chat, cultivate plants,
enjoy cooking and eating together or have group
meetings. And this public space is open for
multiple floors, which can destroy the very strict
vertical structure of existing buildings. It exists
outside each unit, but is still inside the building,
which can help to build social life among residents
of the same building, while keeping in mind the
safety issues of the elderly. This structure is a
template that can be applied to other rental
apartments in Nowan-gu.

To eliminate loneliness, it is crucial for elderly
people living in rental apartments to broaden their
social networks beyond their generation and
residential building. The nearest buildings to
Building 912 are the Townhall and Building 906.
The Townhall is a place where people from various
regions and generations gather, including children
who attend the Boram day care center, parents,
apartment residents visiting management offices,
and elderly people coming from inside and outside
the apartment complex to visit Nowan Senior
Welfare Center. Therefore, a common space
covering this diverse population can be created
and connect the town hall with 912 buildings. The
space will also be linked to Building 906 to allow
original residents to enjoy this new residential area
and interact with the elderly from Building 912, a
building they once opposed.

For elderly people, using their collective memory
and experiences to teach younger generations can
help to remove their loneliness. Each old person is
a living library with knowledge and wisdoms. To
interview the elderly and document those memory,
a public archiving space should be created.
Records in this space can be an important source
for educational contents for the local community.
Near Building 912, there are Hyesung girls' high
school, Haggye middle school, Dongcheon house
(special disability school) in 200 meters, Seorabal
high school, Bulam middle school, Daejin high
school, Jungwon middle school in 450 meters, and
Seoul Science and Technology University in 640
meters. Parents, students, scholars, and local
government officials as well as senior citizens who
provide memories, can all participate in producing
new content to learn. Here, the elderly can play an
important social role and feel a sense of belonging
to their community. Also, by permanently preserve
their own memory to this new archiving space, they
can reduce the fear of disappearing without being
remembered. This space also be linked to the
Nowan Senior Welfare Center, where one of their
main purposes is to socialize the elderly.
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Design proposal_01

Building 912.
Existing basement floor

Existing Plan_Default floor (from 3rd floor to 12th floor_Residential area)
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Intervention strategy
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01 : Women's restroom
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06 : Psychological treatment room-3
07 : Living room
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08: Men’s restroom
09: Treatment room-1
10: Treatment room-2
11: Treatment room-3
12: Lobby
13: Smoking control room
14: Apartment PIT

Intervention Plan_3rd floor
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01: Group therapy room-1
02: Group therapy room-2
03: Clinical office
04: Counseling room
05: Entrance
06: Health care office
07: Women's restroom

Addiction treatment
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Existing Elevation_Back

Existing Elevation_Side
30420
12000

4940

7340

2125

1390

7930

Spatial experience in existing building.

1895 670

42370

30340
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2800
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Intervention strategy
12623
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Spatial experience in intervention_01 & 02.

Building 912
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Building 912 (right) and Building 906 (left)

An interior photo of Building 912_01

An interior photo of Building 912_02
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Intervention Section_A

Intervention Section_B

New vertical visibility.

36020
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4000
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4470

2800
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2800
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11235
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22900
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37015
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2800

2800
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4200
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5600
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PIT
Aligned floors are for those seniors with difficult mobility.

Glass sliding windows

The intervention structure is covered by glass sliding windows. This glass materiality enables people inside and outside to be visibly connected.
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Common area

Floor diagram
The higher the floor, the wider the void courtyard zone. And it allows
1. residents upstairs to see the residents downstairs.
2. natural light comming from the south to reach the lower floors.

13th floor
: A loop Walking trail

11.5th floor

10th floor

8.5th floor

Direction of the Sun

7.5th floor

6.5th floor

5th floor

Outdoor balcony.
Planting and seating area.
3rd floor
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Dining and group meeting area.

42

View from the veranda of the unit.

Various social experiences by locations.

View from intervention area.

Private
Unit.
: Seniors can secure 100% privacy in their own units.

Veranda of each unit.
: Seniors in their veranda and other residents in the
intervention zone can see each other, however,
can’t meet each other.
Existing corridor and elevator zone.
: Seniors can encounter other residents on the same
floor and pass away.
Intervention corridor and planting area.
: Seniors can encounter other residents from multiple
floors. They can sit together and chat, or cultivate
their own plants.

Public

43

Common dining area and group meeting area.
: Seniors can meet other residents from multiple
floors. They can cook together and share meals, or
have a group meeting.

3rd floor intervention area.
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Existing Plan_3rd floor
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Existing front

Intervention strategy
Intervention 01

Intervention 02

Building 906
Location
UP

FD

UP

UP

FD

UP
UP
UP

UP

UP

UP

UP

Townhall
UP

Existing ground floor

FD

UP

DN

Building 906
Building 912

1425

5570

11750

4752

Existing Plan_Default floor (from 2nd floor to 15th floor_Residential area)

Intervention Plan_4th
floor
3775
3600

3600

3600

3600

3600

3600

3775

4910

3775

3600

3600

3600

3600

3600

3600

3775

Junggye Jugong Townhall (above).
Building 906 (below).

Slope (UP)

Slope (UP)

63250

UP
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Slope (UP)
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Intervention Plan

collective memory
Educational program
participattion
archive - memory

Intervention Elevation

유닛에서 주변학교로.+++
주변내 단지 지도
학교와거리 표시
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